Noah brings Terry oﬀ stage ‘remember that bit with the dino…’
LX 19 Noah and Terry walks oﬀ
Jade stops acting as Malcolm
JADE:

But actually like life doesn't always find a way, and personally I think that's a really
bad way of explaining chaos.
It's more like the world is really really really complex, and one tiny thing can have a
massive impact. You know? Yeah. Like say you wake up one morning and you
don't have an argument with your brother at the breakfast table so you don't storm
out the house and you do all have a really nice breakfast together and then you do
remember to pick up your lunch box from the kitchen counter, and it's those
cucumber sandwiches your mum's made for you, especially because you're
vegetarian. And then at lunch time, your Mum doesn't have to come to the school
to give you your lunch because you haven't forgotten it. So that truck that's driving
really really really fast by the school gate just keeps on going. And then maybe your
Dad picks you up after school and then maybe he takes you home and you watch
a film with your Mum and your brother and you all have a really nice time. But if one
thing had changed even a tiny bit. Like say, you did forget your lunch, and your
Mum did have to come to the school to give it to you and she was crossing the
road at the exact same moment when that truck was driving really really really fast,
then you're whole life would be changed forever ... and personally I think that's
chaos.
TERRY and NOAH hop on stage with silly ‘Mr DNA' head bands on and wiggling a lot.

JADE:

Oh Mr DNA where did you come from?! LX 20

TERRY
& NOAH:

From your blood!

TERRY:

Just one drop of your blood contains billions of strands of DNA,

NOAH:

The building blocks of life!

TERRY:

A DNA strand

NOAH:

Like me!

Terry:

is a blueprint for building a living thing!
Noah becomes a lump of clay and Terry moulds him into a rabbit.

TERRY:

millions of years ago when animals went extinct

NOAH:

like dinosaurs!

TERRY:

They left their blueprints behind for us to find!

NOAH:

We just had to know where to look!
Terry becomes a dinosaur.
Noah makes a mosquito with his finger and makes a buzzing sound.

TERRY:

back then there were mosquitoes,

NOAH:

Just like today.

TERRY:

And, just like today, they fed on the blood of animals.

NOAH:

Like dinosaurs!
NOAH ‘bites' TERRY's shoulder and gulps- Noah's finger flies oﬀ again.

TERRY:

Sometimes the mosquito would land on a branch of a tree ...

NOAH takes JADE and she becomes the tree, and NOAH'S finger get's stuck on her, as she becomes sexy
sap
... and get stuck in the sap!
TERRY steps in front of the image
TERRY:

Then the sap would fossilise preserving the mosquito inside for millions of years until Jurassic Park scientists came along!

Terry makes his two hands into a needle and buries the tip into Noah and Jade's clasped hands.
Noah:
TERRY
& NOAH:
TERRY:

Using sophisticated techniques, they extract the preserved blood from inside the
mosquito and - Bingo! Dino DNA!
Thinking Machine supercomputers and gene sequencers break down the strand in
minutes - TERRY continues to wiggle as Mr DNA, more and more provocatively ..

NOAH:

And then because (back to normal Noah) there's like holes, right? In the DNA, they
have to fill them with the DNA of a frog! And it's clever right because it doesn't
seem that important, right now, I had to watch the film like, twice before I realised
you know, just how important it was!

TERRY:

It's really important.

NOAH:

It's really important!

TERRY
& NOAH:

And that's how you get! (Beat) a baby dinosaur!

NOAH pushes JADE around the back to be become the baby dinosaur hatching through their arms. LX 21
As Jade breaks through
TERRY:

Hammond: Come on, come on, they imprint on the first living creature they come in contact
with. That's why I insist on being present, every time an animal is born on this
island.

NOAH:

Were you there when I was born dad?

TERRY:

Of course I was there when you were born Noah!

JADE:

Were you there when I was born?

TERRY:

- Anyway, (Back to Hammond) there is no unauthorised breeding in Jurassic Park.

NOAH:

But how do you know?

TERRY:

Hammond: Because all the animals in Jurassic Park are genetically modified to be female.

JADE:

Ziga zig ahhhh! Malcom: Uuuuh, but John the kind of control you are attempting is
just not possible. Life cannot be contained.

TERRY:

Hammond: Are you implying that a park entirely inhabited by females can... breed?

JADE:

Malcom: I am simply saying that life uh finds a ... SQ 5 LX 22
TRICERATOPS TRANSITION
(Circle feet, hand ears, bum squats)
SQ 6 LX 23
Transition done

